In this paper we introduce and study the multiplication among smooth functions and Schwartz families. This multiplication is fundamental in the formulation and development of a spectral theory for Schwartz linear operators in distribution spaces, to introduce efficiently the Schwartz eigenfamilies of such operators and to build up a functional calculus for them. The definition of eigenfamily is absolutely natural and this new operation allows us to develop a rigorous and manageable spectral theory for Quantum Mechanics, since it appears in a form extremely similar to the current use in Physics.
Introduction
In the Spectral Theory of S linear operators, the eigenvalues corresponding to the elements of certain S families have fundamental importance. If L is an S linear operator and v is an S family, the family v is defined an eigenfamily of the operator L if there exists a real or complex function l -defined on the set of indices of the family v -such that the relation
holds for every index p of the family v. As we already have seen, in the context of S linear operators, it is important how the operator L acts on the entire family v. Taking into account the above definition, it is natural to consider the image family L(v) as the product -in pointwise sense -of the family v by the function l, but:
• is the pointwise multiplication an operation in the space of S families?
• what kind of properties are satisfied by this product?
In this chapter we define and study the properties of such product.
for every u in S ′ n and for every g in S n . So that, the transpose of the multiplication M f is the multiplication on S ′ n by the function f . Indeed, the multiplication of a tempered distribution by an OM function is defined by the transpose of M f , since this last operator is self-adjoint with respect to the canonical bilinear form on S n × S n . In fact, obviously, we have
for every pair (g, h) in that Cartesian product S n × S n . So we can use the standard procedure to extend regular operators (operators admitting an adjoint with respect to the standard bilinear form) from their domain S n to the entire space S ′ n .
2.4
S Family of the multiplication operator M f
Since the multiplication operator M f : S n → S n is continuous, we can associate with it an S family v, in the canonical way. We have
for every p in R n . In the language of Schwartz matrices we can say that to the operator M f is associated the Schwartz diagonal matrix f δ.
Product in
The basic remark is the following.
Proposition. Let A ∈ L(S n , S m ) be a continuous linear operator and let f be a function of class O (m) M . Then, the mapping
is a linear and continuous operator too; it is indeed the composition
where M f is the multiplication operator on S m by the function f .
Proof. It is absolutely straightforward. First of all we note that the product f A is well defined. In fact, we have 
hence the operator f A is the composition of two linear continuous maps and then it is a linear and continuous operator.
is called the product of the operator A by the function f . 2) the map
Proof. It's a straightforward computation.
The above bilinear application is called multiplication of operators by O M functions.
The algebra O (m) M
It's easy to see that the algebraic structure (O (m) M , +, ·) is a commutative ring with identity, with respect to the usual pointwise addition and multiplications. For instance, the multiplication is the operation Proof. Recalling the preceding theorem, we have to prove only the pseudoassociative law, i.e. we have to prove that for every couple of functions f, g ∈ O (m) M and for every linear continuous operator A ∈ L(S n , S m ), we have
In fact, for each φ ∈ S n , we have
as we desired.
Products of S families by O M functions
The central definition of the chapter is the following.
Definition (product of Schwartz families by smooth functions). Let v ∈ S(R m , S ′ n ) be an S family of distributions and let f ∈ C ∞ (R m , K) be a smooth function. The product of the family v by the function f is the family
Consequently, concerning the superposition operator of the family f v, since
or equivalently, in superposition form
Proof. Let φ ∈ S n be a test function, we have
and hence the function (f v)(φ) equals f v(φ), which lies in S m . Thus, the product f v lies in the space of Schwartz families S(R m , S ′ n ). For any test function φ ∈ S n , by the above consideration, we deduce
that is, the equality of operators
where f v is the product of the operator v by the function f , product which belongs to the space L(S m , S n ). Moreover, concerning the superposition operator of the family f v, we obtain
Theorem. Let f, g two functions in the space O (m)
M and v, w two Schwartz families in the space S(R m , S ′ n ). Then, we have:
2) the map
is a bilinear map.
Proof. 1) For all p ∈ R m , we have
) follows immediately by 1).
The bilinear application of the point 2) of the preceding theorem is called multiplication of Schwartz families by O M functions.
Theorem (of structure). Let · the operation defined above. Then, the algebraic structure (S(R m , S Proof. It's analogous to the proof of the corresponding proposition for operators.
Theorem (of isomorphism). The application
is a module isomorphism.
Proof. It follows easily from the above theorem.
O M Functions and Schwartz basis
In this section we study some important relations among a Schwartz family w and its multiples f w.
Theorem. Let w ∈ S(R m , S ′ n ) be a Schwartz family and let f ∈ O (m)
M . Then, the hull S span(w) of the family w contains the hull S span(f w) of the multiple family f w. Moreover, if a distribution a represents the distribution u with respect to the family f w (that is, if u = a.(f w)) then the distribution f a represents the distribution u with respect to the family w (that is, if u = (f a).w). 1) if the family w is S linearly independent, the family f w is S linearly independent too;
2) the Schwartz linear hull S span(w) contains the hull S span(f w);
3) if the family w is S linearly independent, for each vector u in the hull S span(f w), we have
where, as usual, by [u|v] we denote the Schwartz coordinate system of a distribution u (in the Schwartz linear hull of v) with respect to a Schwartz linear independent family v;
4) if the family w is an S basis of a subspace V , then f w is an S basis of its S linear hull S span(f w) (that in general is a proper subspace of the hull S span(w)).
Proof. 1) Let a ∈ S
′ m be such that 3) If the family w is S linearly independent, from the above two equalities, we deduce (u) f w = a and (u) w = f a, from which
as we claimed . 4) is an obvious consequence of the preceding properties. M is a group with respect to the pointwise multiplication, and we will denote it by G 2) the hull S span(w) coincides with the hull S span(f w);
3) if the family w is S linearly independent, then, for each vector u in the hull S span(w), we have
where, as usual, by [u|v] we denote the Schwartz coordinate system of a distribution u (in the Schwartz linear hull of v) with respect to a Schwartz linear independent family v; 4) the family w is an S basis of a subspace V if and only if its multiple f w is an S basis of the S linear hull S span(f w) (that in this case coincides with S span(w)). 
